Evolutionary coupling between the deleteriousness of gene mutations and the amount of non-coding sequences
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Abstract

The phenotypic effects of random mutations depend on both the architecture of the genome and the gene–trait relationships. Both levels thus play a key role in the mutational variability of the phenotype, and hence in the long-term evolutionary success of the lineage. Here, by simulating the evolution of organisms with flexible genomes, we show that the need for an appropriate phenotypic variability induces a relationship between the deleteriousness of gene mutations and the quantity of non-coding sequences maintained in the genome. The more deleterious the gene mutations, the shorter the intergenic sequences. Indeed, in a shorter genome, fewer genes are affected by rearrangements (duplications, deletions, inversions, translocations) at each replication, which compensates for the higher impact of each gene mutation. This spontaneous adjustment of genome structure allows the organisms to retain the same average fitness loss per replication, despite the higher impact of single gene mutations. These results show how evolution can generate unexpected couplings between distinct organization levels.
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1. Introduction

Mutations act on the hereditary material, while selection acts on the morphological and physiological traits of the organism. This is why the relationship between the genotype and the phenotype lies at the heart of evolutionary biology. Although the one-gene-one-character view of early Mendelism was already questioned in Morgan’s \textit{The theory of the gene} (Morgan, 1926), this simplification was widely used in classical genetics until the 1960s (Morange, 2000). It had to be abandoned when molecular biology redefined genes as sequences of nucleotides encoding proteins. However, the relationship between proteins and characters still remained mysterious (Morange, 2000). The complexity of this relationship was plainly revealed when progress in high-throughput measurements allowed for the discovery of large and interconnected protein networks, including metabolic, regulatory, signaling or protein–protein interaction networks (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). In this complex genotype–phenotype map, polygeny and pleiotropy (Wright, 1968) are the rule rather than the exception: most biological traits result from the interactions of many proteins, and reciprocally, most proteins are involved in several processes.

The genotype–phenotype map plays a critical role in the evolutionary fate of a lineage, because it determines the sensitivity of the phenotype to the mutations in the genes. This sensitivity cannot be too high, otherwise the lineage would quickly die off. There is a long-term pressure to limit the phenotypic variation from one generation to another.
evolvable. Some tricks were proposed to achieve this number and gene order must, on the contrary, be fixed. To study the evolution of genome organization, gene density, gene number and gene order are thus free to evolve by the means of both local mutations and large-scale genomic rearrangements.

To study the possible coupling between such a flexible genome and the general features of the genotype–phenotype map, we also need a mapping with specific properties, in which the genes would contribute to different processes (but not all) and each process is achieved by interactions between different genes (but not all). In other words, we need a mapping that allows for pleiotropy and polygeny, but not universal ones. In real organisms, the proteome and its complex interactions fulfill this role. However, it is clearly impossible to mimic all biochemical interactions in a computational model. In our model, we use an abstract description of “protein” function which obviously prevent direct comparison with real organisms but provides our artificial “organisms” the minimal requirements for our questioning.

In the model, it is possible to control the general features of the genotype–phenotype map by setting the maximal gene pleiotropy. It allows us to modulate the degeneracy of the genotype–phenotype map: the higher the pleiotropy, the more polyvalent the proteins and the more degenerate the mapping. By allowing several populations to evolve under various pleiotropy levels, we observed that the evolved genomic structure depended on the degeneracy of the mapping. Under high pleiotropy, when most gene mutations are highly deleterious, the evolved genome surprisingly contained a lower amount of non-functional sequences. This lowered the average number of genes affected by each rearrangement and restored the average fitness variation per replication. This is, therefore, an example of a long-term interaction between the structure of the genotype–phenotype map and the architecture of the genome.

2. The aevo model

2.1. General principles

The basic assumptions of the aevo model are that (i) the reproductive success of an organism depends on the adequacy between its phenotype and the environment, (ii) this phenotype can be described by the organism’s ability to perform processes, (iii) each performable process is the result of the interactions of functional elements—“proteins”—encoded by genes and (iv) mutational events can affect the number of genes, their positions on the chromosome, their expression levels, the set of processes they are involved in, the strengths of their interactions as well as the lengths of the intergenic regions. An overview of the transition from the genetic material to the phenotype is...
shown in Fig. 1 and will be detailed in the following paragraphs. The general idea is that coding sequences are detected using transcription and translation signals and that the translation process defines the functional capabilities of each gene product, as a more or less wide range of (abstract) processes. The combination of all gene products determines the global functional capabilities of the organism, which we call here the phenotype.

The aim of this model is to investigate the minimal conditions that allow for complex evolutionary relationships to emerge between the genotype–phenotype map and genome structure. Modelling precisely a particular gene network or specific biochemical reactions is, therefore, not the purpose. Here, the functions of a protein are not described by precise chemical reactions, but rather by a set of abstract “processes” it can contribute to or inhibit, using the framework of fuzzy set theory (Dubois and Prade, 1980). The global set of processes that can be achieved is an interval of \( \mathbb{R} ([0, 1]) \) here. Each protein can either contribute to or inhibit a fuzzy subset of these processes. Protein can then interact in a general, functional sense, if they are involved in common processes, that is, if the intersection of their fuzzy sets of processes is not empty. This formalism does not pretend to represent accurately the genotype–phenotype map of any real organisms—for instance, it is rather unlikely that real biological processes can be ordered on a one-dimensional, continuous space. However, this formalism allows for a genotype–phenotype map with both pleiotropic genes and polygenic traits while remaining human-understandable and computationally tractable. It allows us to study the evolutionary pressures that take place in an evolving system that includes a realistic genome structure and a non-trivial genotype–phenotype map, while being kept as simple as possible.

2.2. From the genetic material to the phenotype

2.2.1. Transcription

As shown by Fig. 1, the chromosome is a circular, double-strand, binary string, where 0 and 1 are the complementary bases. In this chromosome, the transcription phase searches for sequences called promoters and terminators to define the boundaries of the transcribed regions. These sequences are inspired from biological signals: sequences similar to a consensus sequence are promoters, while sequences able to form a stem–loop structure (abcd *** d)cba are terminators.

The promoter sequence also contributes to the expression level of the subsequent coding sequences: the quantity of proteins increases when the promoter resembles the consensus sequence. In our model, this rough modulation of the expression level was introduced to allow duplicated genes to reduce temporarily their phenotypic contribution and let their sequences diverge toward other functions. The number of differences \( d \) between the promoter and the consensus sequence is used to compute the expression level \( e = 1 - d/(d_{\text{max}} + 1) \). All experiments were carried out with a consensus of 28 base pairs (bp) and \( d_{\text{max}} = 4 \).

2.2.2. Translation

The translation phase searches for coding sequences inside transcribed regions: once a start signal is found, the subsequent positions are read three by three (codon by codon) until a stop signal is reached. The start signal is made up of a Shine–Dalgarno-like sequence followed by the start codon (011011 *** 000), and the stop signal is simply the stop codon (001). Note that this transcription–translation process allows for operons. Indeed, although we study here only the most basic features of genome structure such as gene number and gene density, we plan to investigate the evolution of operons and gene clusters in relation with the genotype–phenotype map, as the next step of our research. Once a coding sequence is found, an artificial genetic code is used to translate it into a protein, able to either activate or inhibit a fuzzy subset of processes. This fuzzy subset is represented by a piecewise-linear possibility distribution with a “triangular” shape (Fig. 1).

Such distributions can be described by three parameters: the mean \( m \), the width \( w \), and the maximal height \( H \). This basically means that the protein is involved in the processesFig. 1. Overview of the phenotype computation in the aevol model. Coding sequences are detected using signal sequences and translated using an artificial genetic code. The translation step uses a genetic code to characterize the subset of processes activated or inhibited by the protein. The phenotype of the organism, describing its global functional capabilities, results from the interactions of all the proteins.
[m - w, m + w] with a varying degree. The mean \( m \) defines the main process the protein contributes to. The width \( w \) quantifies the pleiotropy of the protein: the higher \( w \), the more processes the protein is involved in. The height \( H \) defines the degree with which the protein contributes to the main process. This degree is limited both by the expression level \( e \) of the region and by the intrinsic efficiency \( h \) of the protein: \( H = e|h| \).

The artificial genetic code enables us to compute the values of \( m, w \) or \( h \). In a coding sequence, the codons that relate to a given parameter, for instance \( w \), are viewed as a Gray encoding of this parameter (the Gray encoding is a variant of the classical binary encoding). For instance, in the case shown by Fig. 1, three codons contribute to the value of \( w \): \( W_1 \), then \( W_1 \) again, and finally \( W_0 \). The Gray encoding of \( w \) is, therefore, 110. This value is then converted to an integer (4 here) and normalized between \([0, w_{\text{max}}] \), which finally yields \( w = 0.02 (w_{\text{max}} = 0.033 \) in this example). The conversion process is similar for \( m \) and \( h \) but they are normalized between \([0, 1] \) and \([-1, 1] \), respectively. The sign of \( h \) determines whether the protein is activator or inhibitor, and its absolute value is used to compute the maximal possibility degree \( H = e|h| \).

The upper bound for \( w \), namely \( w_{\text{max}} \), enables us to adjust the maximal gene pleiotropy. A low \( w_{\text{max}} \) implies that all genes are specialized on a tight range of biological processes, while a higher value allows polyvalent genes to appear (note, however, that specialized genes are still possible). Changing \( w_{\text{max}} \) should, therefore, modify the average deleteriousness of gene mutations. We used values comprised between 0.01 and 0.33 in the following experiments, to investigate the effects of various pleiotropy levels on genome evolution.

2.2.3. Functional interactions between proteins

We define here a functional interaction between two proteins as an overlap in their sets of processes: two proteins interact if they are involved in common processes. We have thus two ways to represent the proteome. We can either superimpose the possibility distributions of the proteins on the axis of processes, or draw the network of functional interactions between proteins. The latter is a convenient representation because it is commonly used, but it should be kept in mind that the network we obtain cannot be directly compared to a real network of physical protein–protein interactions for instance. We use the term “interaction” in a more general, functional sense. A link in our network could be viewed as the participation to a same metabolic pathway or signalling cascade, for instance.

2.2.4. Phenotype computation

The phenotype of an organism is represented in our system by the fuzzy set of processes it is able to perform. Since a given process may be achieved by several proteins and inhibited by several others, the organism’s fuzzy set contains the processes that are activated and not inhibited by its proteins. More formally, if \( A_i \) is the set of the \( i \)th activating protein and \( I_j \) the set of the \( j \)th inhibiting protein, the set of the organism is thus \( P = (\bigcup A_i) \cap (\bigcup I_j) \), and its phenotype is the possibility distribution of \( P \).

Łukasiewicz fuzzy operators are used to perform this combination: the possibility distributions of \( A_1, A_1 \cup A_2 \) and \( A_1 \cap A_2 \) are the functions \( x \mapsto 1 - A_1(x), x \mapsto \min(A_1(x) + A_2(x), 1) \) and \( x \mapsto \max(A_1(x) + A_2(x) - 1, 0) \), respectively. This procedure can be intuitively explained as follows. To know what processes the organism can perform and to what degree it can perform them, we sum up the possibility distributions of the activator proteins and we subtract the distributions of the inhibitory proteins. This is actually a little more complicated because a possibility degree cannot be negative or higher than 1. These threshold effects cause some interactions to be non-additive.

2.3. Selection

The fitness of an organism depends on the adequacy between its phenotype and the environment. The environment is also represented by a fuzzy subset of processes \( E \), whose possibility distribution is arbitrarily defined. This fuzzy subset can be seen as the set of processes that are required to survive in the environment. The higher the gap \( g = \int_{x} (E(x) - P(x)) \, dx \) between the environmental distribution \( E \) and the phenotype \( P \) of an organism, the fewer offspring this organism will have. Fig. 2 shows the graphical interpretation of the gap \( g \), as well and the environmental distribution we used in these experiments.

The population management is similar to the classical methods used in genetic algorithms. The population size, \( N \), is fixed. At each time step, the \( N \) organisms are sorted according to the adaptation measure \( g \). Each organism gets

![Fig. 2. Graphical interpretation of the adaptation measure \( g \). The dashed line represents the functional capabilities that had to be achieved to survive and reproduce in the environment (possibility distribution \( E \) in the text). The continuous line represents an hypothetical phenotype. The “gap” \( g \) between both curves, measured by the gray area, is used as a measure of the adequacy between the phenotype and the environment.](image-url)
a probability of reproduction that is proportional to its rank in the list. Then the number of offspring of each organism is chosen by multinomial sampling. This ranking selection scheme ensures that the selective pressure is constant throughout the evolution (Whitley, 1989). After producing offspring, parents die, so that generations are discrete. Note that since the fitness computation does not include genomic criteria like genome length or gene order, there is no direct selective pressure on genome structure.

2.4. Mutations

Replicating genomes can undergo point mutations, small insertions and small deletions, but also genomic rearrangements in the broad sense, including duplications, deletions, translocations and inversions. At each replication, the number of point mutations (resp., insertions, translocations, . . . ) drawn from the binomial law $B(L, \mu)$, where $L$ is the genome length and $\mu$ the per-base rate of point mutation (resp., insertion, translocation, . . . ). For example, if $\mu$ is set to $10^{-5}$ for each mutation type, a genome of length $L = 10,000$ bp undergoes on average 0.1 point mutation, 0.1 small deletion, 0.1 small insertion, 0.1 duplication, 0.1 large deletion, 0.1 inversion and 0.1 translocation per replication. The boundaries of the rearranged segments (as well as the insertion point for the duplications and the translocations) were chosen independently and uniformly on the chromosome. This uniform law aims at simply modelling the diversity of the molecular mechanisms at work in natural genomes. Indeed, in natural organisms, several recombination mechanisms act at different distances (Rocha, 2003), resulting in an unknown but probably complex size distribution of the rearrangements.

The following experiments were carried out with $\mu = 10^{-5}$ for each mutation type. Genetic exchange between organisms was not used here.

3. Results

To investigate whether genome evolution is influenced by the average deleteriousness of gene mutations, we carried out experiments with six values of the maximal gene pleiotropy $w_{\text{max}}$: 0.01, 0.02, 0.033, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.33. For each value of $w_{\text{max}}$, we allowed five asexual populations of 1000 organisms to evolve independently during 40,000 generations, within the steady environment shown by Fig. 2. Each population was seeded with 1000 random genomes of 5000 bp.

3.1. Single gene mutations are more deleterious when a higher pleiotropy is allowed

Since the initial random genomes generally do not contain any gene, the protein set has to be built up “from scratch”. After a few generations, a first functional gene appears. If it is beneficial, this first gene is maintained and quickly duplicated, generally with neighboring non-coding sequences. This results in a sudden increase in genome size. Then local changes in the copied sequences modify the processes they are involved in, allowing the corresponding proteins to move along the functional axis and achieve new processes. Other copies as well as some non-coding parts are deleted and the genome size stabilizes. The initial phase of the evolution always follows this succession of duplication-divergence events, whatever $w_{\text{max}}$.

However, when the maximal gene pleiotropy is changed, the organisms do evolve different types of proteomes. As shown by Fig. 3, when $w_{\text{max}}$ is low, most proteins are activator and specialized on a narrow range of processes. When increasing $w_{\text{max}}$, the proteome gradually shifts toward a complex interaction network of activatory and inhibitory proteins, most of them being involved in a wide range of processes. Gene mutations should, therefore, be more deleterious when $w_{\text{max}}$ is high. To test this hypothesis, we performed systematic single gene knock-outs on the final fittest organism of each run and evaluated the resulting variation in the adaptation measure $q$. As shown by Figs. 3 and 4a, the average effect of gene mutations does indeed increase with the maximal gene pleiotropy. This is not a surprising result—this is actually the expected behavior of the system. It was, however, necessary to check that, by acting on $w_{\text{max}}$, we actually modified the average deleteriousness of gene mutations, since this is the factor that has a biological sense.

3.2. The global mutational variability of the phenotype is maintained

If, as shown by Fig. 4a, the sensitivity of the phenotype to gene mutations is increased when highly pleiotropic genes are allowed, one would expect the evolutionary fate of the lineage to be compromised. This would create an indirect selective pressure against pleiotropy, thereby favoring modularity (Wagner and Altenberg, 1996). However, the effect of single gene mutations is only a component of the global fitness variation per replication, which is what selection actually sees. Indeed, the global fitness variation per replication also depends on the mutation rates and on the number of genes affected by each mutation. Remember that mutations can occur inside intergenic regions and be neutral, or, on the contrary, affect several genes at once (when the mutation is a large deletion for instance). Therefore, if for some reason pleiotropy can only hardly be changed, there are in principle other ways to bring back the global variability in the acceptable range.

Here, to estimate the evolved fitness variation per replication, we simulated 50,000 replications of each final fittest organism and compared the offspring to their progenitor. This analysis revealed that despite the higher impact of single gene mutations (Fig. 4a), the expected fitness loss per replication does not increase with $w_{\text{max}}$ (Fig. 4b). This is not an artifact of our ranking
selection scheme, because it also holds if the populations evolve under a different selection scheme, where the reproduction probabilities directly depend on the absolute value of the adaptation measure \( g \) (data not shown). This suggests that a specific mutational variability of the phenotype has been maintained in some lineages despite the higher deleteriousness of gene mutations and that these lineages were the successful ones in the evolutionary competition.

To understand this result, we took advantage of the exact knowledge of the mutational events provided by the simulation platform. For each final fittest organism, we analysed the 50,000 simulated replications and counted the number of genes modified by at least one mutational event. As shown by Fig. 5, the higher the maximal gene pleiotropy \( w_{\text{max}} \), the fewer genes were affected. Therefore, when a higher pleiotropy is allowed, mutations in the genes are more deleterious but fewer genes are mutated. This compensatory effect explains that when the whole replication process is taken into account, the average fitness loss does not depend on the maximal gene pleiotropy (Fig. 4b). It is worth noting that the per-base mutation rate used to

![Fig. 3. Examples of evolved “proteomes”.](image-url)
simulate the replications was the same for all organisms, regardless of the pleiotropy level. Thus, the relationship between the maximal gene pleiotropy and the number of mutated genes is not due to variations in the mutational pressure. As we shall argue below, it rather comes from variations in the genomic structure.

3.3. Changes in the genome structure compensated for the higher deleteriousness of gene mutations

Examination of the evolution of genome architecture on the line of descent of each final fittest organism reveals that the total number of genes carried by the chromosome does not increase indefinitely (Fig. 6a). An equilibrium is reached after a varying time, depending on the maximal gene pleiotropy allowed. As a result, the final gene number is the lowest for the highest pleiotropy levels (Fig. 6b).

One might argue that this relationship is no more than the logical result of allowing for larger triangles: when $w_{\text{max}}$ is increased, fewer proteins are required to fill the total area of the environmental distribution with equal precision. However, since the environmental distribution we chose is not piecewise-linear, it cannot be approximated precisely by a few large triangles. An infinite number of triangles is actually required for a perfect fit. Moreover, because of our selection scheme, the selective pressure is maintained even when the population is close to the optimum. Therefore, in these experiments, there is a constant need for additional inhibitory or activator triangles to refine the organism’s phenotype. If selection for fitness was the sole force driving the evolution of genome structure, the gene number should not stabilize, whatever the maximal gene pleiotropy. The reduction in gene number is actually one aspect of a more general process of genome shrinkage. Indeed, as a higher gene pleiotropy is allowed, the quantity of non-coding bases at equilibrium also decreases (Fig. 7).

Such an evolutionary coupling is surprising because in our model, non-coding sequences do not contribute to the protein network, the phenotype and the fitness of the organism. However, they do contribute to the variability of the phenotype. Indeed, in a genome with longer intergenic sequences, the probability to find pairs of similar sequences...
increases, and hence more genomic rearrangements can occur. Here, this was taken into account in a simple way, by performing, on average, a number of rearrangements proportional to genome length (Section 2.4).

For rearrangements like inversions or translocations, the deleterious effects are concentrated on two or three breakpoints, regardless of the genome compactness. As a consequence, the higher number of events caused by longer intergenic sequences is compensated by an increased probability that the event is neutral. For instance, the probability that an inversion does not affect any gene is 

\[ n_{\text{inv}} = \frac{1}{C^0_L L^2} \]  

where \( L \) is the genome size and \( l \) the number of genic bases. If intergenic sequences grow, the number of inversions per replication increases but they have more chances to be neutral, because \( l/L \) drops.

On the contrary, for duplications and deletions, there is no such compensation. All genes contained in the deleted or duplicated segment are affected and the average size of the segment increases when the genome grows. As a result, longer intergenic sequences do not improve the probability that a duplication or a deletion is neutral. Indeed, the probability that a deletion does not affect any gene is 

\[ n_{\text{del}} = \frac{1}{2L^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N_G} \lambda_i \( \lambda_i + 1 \) \]  

where \( N_G \) is the gene number and \( \lambda_i \) the length of the intergenic sequence between genes \( i \) and \( i+1 \). This probability does not tend to 1 when the intergenic sequences grow. For example, it plateaus at \( 1/2N_G \) if genes are regularly distributed on the chromosome, or at \( 1/2 \) if they form a single cluster.

To sum up, the phenotype is more variable if the genome is longer because duplications and deletions are more numerous and affect on average more genes. In other
words, the average number of duplicated or deleted genes per replication can be increased or decreased by changing the length of the intergenic sequences. Such changes in the genome structure enable the organisms to maintain an appropriate level of phenotypic variation despite the higher deleteriousness of gene mutations, as shown in Fig. 4.

4. Discussion

By revealing an evolutionary coupling between the deleteriousness of gene mutations and the quantity of non-coding sequences, this study shows that changes at a given level can induce unexpected effects at other levels. These effects stem from the common involvement of both the genome architecture and the genotype–phenotype map in the mutational variability of the phenotype. Because the long-term evolutionary success of a lineage requires both a sufficient robustness and a sufficient variability of the phenotype, an intermediate level of phenotypic variation must be maintained. By allowing for higher gene pleiotropy, we caused gene mutations to be more deleterious and hence we perturbed this balance. Compensatory changes in the genome structure restored the appropriate phenotypic variability.

This does not imply that evolution is farsighted. As it was previously demonstrated with other models, lineages where the phenotype is not robust enough simply go to extinction (Schuster and Swetina, 1988; Van Nimwegen et al., 1999; Wilke, 2001; Wilke et al., 2001), while lineages where the phenotype is not variable are outcompeted by those able to generate innovations (Fontana and Schuster, 1998; Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Ancel Meyers et al., 2005). This indirect selection of an appropriate variability of the phenotype is not new in that respect. However, in previous studies, the effect of this selective pressure on genome structure could not be seen because genome length was fixed. Here, by giving more degrees of freedom to the genome, we show that the lineages that survive in the long term are those where the genome structure suits the deleteriousness of gene mutations, ensuring that some offspring retain the ancestral phenotype while others explore new possibilities. Thus, for the organisms we observe after thousands of generations of evolution, the amount of non-coding sequences depends on the deleteriousness of gene mutations, but again, this is not the result of an anticipatory process.

A necessary condition is, however, that the non-coding sequences play a role in the phenotypic variability. This requires that (i) longer genomes undergo more rearrangements and (ii) the average length of a rearranged segment increases with genome size. For both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, the density of repeats is positively correlated with chromosome size (Achaz et al., 2001, 2002), which suggests that longer chromosomes will indeed undergo more recombination events. Besides, since the frequency of homologous recombination does not seem to depend on the distance between repeated sequences (Hughes, 1999), the average length of the rearranged segments is expected to increase with chromosome size. This suggests that in real species genome compactness has indeed an effect on the mutational variability of the phenotype, which is a prerequisite for the coupling with the deleteriousness of gene mutations.

Could such a coupling be revealed by comparing different living species? It is easy now to get information about genome structure, at least for model species. Characterizing the genotype–phenotype maps or the average deleteriousness of gene mutations is a much harder task. Mutation–accumulation experiments have been performed on a number of model species. They suggest that contrary to what we have observed, mutations are more deleterious in the species with the highest gene number (Martin and Lenormand, 2006). However, the direct comparison of different species can be misleading, because distinct traits are used to estimate the fitness (Bataillon, 2000; Martin and Lenormand, 2006). It is for instance the intrinsic growth rate for Escherichia coli, the lifetime reproductive success for Arabidopsis thaliana and the egg-to-adult viability for Drosophila melanogaster. Another fundamental problem with the mutation–accumulation experiments is that they can fail to detect small fitness variations (Bataillon, 2000) as well as huge variations that are counter-selected in microorganisms (Kibota and Lynch, 1996; Martin and Lenormand, 2006).

An indirect approach would consist in comparing the networks of functional interactions between genes. However, even for the most studied species, we only know some pieces of this complex network—for instance, the physical interactions between proteins, the metabolic pathways, the regulatory interactions—but the complete picture is still missing. Besides, even if the complete networks of functional interactions were known for some real species, we do not think that it would be sufficient to predict the effect of gene mutations, because real interactions are too complex. Although there seems to be a relationship between node connectivity and deleteriousness of gene mutations in real networks, it is not as straightforward as it is in our simulations (Jeong et al., 2001; Wuchty, 2004). It seems, therefore, very difficult to compare the deleteriousness of gene mutations across species.

Aside from this difficulty, there is another major reason that would prevent species comparison to reveal the observed coupling. The deleteriousness of gene mutation is far from being the sole factor that distinguishes two real species. Many other factors can differ and have their own effect on genome structure. For instance, we have already shown that genome compactness also critically depends on the per-base mutation rates (Knibbe et al., 2005). In eukaryotes, the proliferation of transposable elements is another additional pressure on genome size. Comparing distant species will almost certainly fail to reveal directly the relationship we have underscored here. This is precisely where the interest of such a modelling approach lies. It enabled us to isolate one pressure on genome structure that...
is tangled with many others in living species. Indeed, this approach enabled us to show that all else being equal, the indirect selection of a specific mutational variability leads to a coupling between the deleteriousness of gene mutations and the amount of non-functional DNA.
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